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Abstract

I argue that that contemporary set theory, as depicted in the 2011-
2012 EFI lecture series, lacks a program that promises to decide, in a
genuinely realist fashion, the continuum hypothesis (CH) and related
questions about the “width” of the universe. We can distinguish three
possible objectives for a realist completion of set theory: maximizing
structures, maximizing sets, and maximizing interpretive power. How-
ever, none of these is allied to a program that can plausibly decide CH.
I discuss the implications of this for set theory and other foundational
programs.

1 Introduction

The continuum hypothesis (CH) — the hypothesis or conjecture that 2ℵ0 =
ℵ1 — is as old as set theory itself and has cast its long shadow over the
discipline for the entirety of its history. As early as 1878, Cantor asked the
question in its modern form: is every infinite X ⊆ R in bijection with either
N or R? By 1900, the question was sufficiently well-established to be the first
of the 23 Hilbert problems, unsolved questions that would guide the future
of mathematical research for much of the 20th century. And its inclusion
in the list did bear immediate fruit in shaping the evolution of descriptive
set theory; for example, interest in the perfect set property was inspired
by Cantor’s search for subsets of R that could be counterexamples to CH
[Kanamori, 2008].

Real progress on the original question, however, had to wait for Gödel’s
1938 identification of the constructible universe L, an inner model of any
model of set theory which always satisfies the continuum hypothesis; this
showed the equiconsistency of ZFC with ZFC + CH. Then, in another con-
ceptual breakthrough, Cohen’s work of 1963 showed, via the novel technique
of forcing, that ZFC is also equiconsistent with ZFC +¬CH; this completed
the proof that CH is formally independent of ZFC. This proof inaugurated
the contemporary era of set theory, characterized by the study of problems
independent of ZFC.

In 2011 and 2012, Peter Koellner convened the EFI (“Exploring the Foun-
dations of Incompleteness”) lecture series at Harvard, inviting leading re-
searchers in set theory and related fields to present papers on the philosoph-
ical significance of the past half-century of set-theoretic advances. A variety
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of perspectives were represented, but the ones I will discuss here formed a
sort of spectrum between anti-realism and realism about set-theoretic truth.
At one end of the spectrum, Feferman [2011] described a position of anti-
realism about much of transfinite mathematics, including parts of ZFC itself
and extending upwards to CH. In the middle, Hamkins [2012] defended mul-
tiversism about set theory, i.e., the claim that the independence results have
resolved CH definitely by showing that its truth value can vary across a mul-
tiverse of models of ZFC, none of which has a privileged claim to being the
true V . Without taking a strong ontological stance, Cummings [2012] argued
for a naturalistic acceptance of the independence phenomena as the subject
matter of combinatorial set theory. Finally, Magidor, Martin, Steel, and
Woodin defended various forms of set-theoretic realism, on which the con-
tinuum hypothesis could have a definite truth value that can be discovered
through modern set-theoretic research.

My goal here is to argue, with reference to these EFI papers, that no
development in contemporary set theory contributes to a realist resolution of
the continuum hypothesis — in other words, that all programs that purport
to resolve CH are either philosophically unsuccessful, or are implicitly anti-
realist about the truth value of CH. In particular, I distinguish three possible
goals for a realist completion of set theory: maximizing structures, maximiz-
ing sets, and maximizing interpretive power. I will argue that the first goal is
revealed, in the light of the independence phenomena, as incoherent; that the
second is coherent but not genuinely realized by any contemporary program;
and that the third fails to be realist about CH.

I wish to stress that none of this should be taken as disparaging the
significance of contemporary set theory. First of all, I think the case is clear
that independently of the philosophical programs it is in dialogue with, set
theory is in its own right a deep and important branch of mathematics. (I
refer the skeptical reader to Cummings [2012] in particular.) But I hope that
my discussion will also make clear my belief that the technical progress in
contemporary set theory does have a great deal of philosophical significance.

1.1 A note on realism

I have appealed to two notions — “goals” and “realism” — that deserve
clarification. I think the idea of “goals” for foundational systems is fairly
straightforward. The programs I am analyzing can all be read as following
(or seeking to follow, with some steps resting on conjectures or otherwise
incomplete) a particular schema. They lay out philosophical desiderata for
new principles that might extend ZFC, formulate candidate principles, argue
that the principles realize those desiderata, then derive either CH or its
negation from them. A “goal”, then, is such a philosophically motivated
desideratum; we can evaluate the success of a program by whether it achieves
its goals. I don’t intend to claim that every such program must fit this mold.

My insistence on a realist resolution of the continuum problem raises the
more difficult question of what I mean by realism. This is a central problem in
the philosophy of mathematics, and I would like to avoid committing myself
to a full characterization of the term; I think that such a commitment would
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be both difficult and unproductive, since my discussion should be compatible
with more than one conception of what mathematical realism is.

In general, it is easier to say what I don’t mean by realism than what I do.
For example, following Gödel, questions about the philosophical motivations
for new set-theoretic axioms are often thought of in terms of a dichotomy
between intrinsic justification (i.e., justification on the basis of the philosoph-
ical concept of set) and extrinsic justification (justification on the basis of
some other consideration, such as mathematical fruitfulness).1 For a variety
of reasons, one might think that intrinsic justifications have a superior claim
to realism. This is not what I mean; my discussion will identify several ap-
proaches to CH that are clearly extrinsic in their motivations but nonetheless
qualify, on my view, as realist.

Secondly, the terms “realism” and “Platonism” are commonly employed
as part of the debate over ontological commitments, i.e., the question of
whether sets and the universe of sets are real entities. But I am taking
realism about CH to mean merely what Shapiro [2000] calls realism in truth-
value, as opposed to realism in ontology. Realism in truth-value is certainly
entailed by belief in a unique mind-independent V , but is compatible with
a belief in multiple mind-independent universes, or even with a belief that
there is no such universe.

Moreover, some forms of Platonism are compatible with a multiversism in
ontology that would entail anti-realism in truth value about CH. For example,
on the “plenitudinous Platonism” of Balaguer [1998], all logically possible
mathematical structures are ontologically real and therefore there are real
universes of set theory satisfying both CH and its negation. The question
of whether CH is true is then the question of which universes set-theoretic
practitioners intend as the subject matter of their discipline; if they intend
to consider both kinds, then CH has no truth value.

In the end, the best definition I can give is a functional one. I am talk-
ing about attitudes to set theory on which the value of the continuum is
something to be discovered, in the sense that working mathematicians in
other fields attempt to discover the outcomes of their conjectures, rather
than something to be adjudicated by professional consensus. In this sense,
the hyperuniverse program, as expounded by Arrigoni and Friedman [2013],
is an example of a view compatible with realism about CH despite its explicit
rejection of realism in ontology.

Despite my definition of realism as merely realism in truth-value, my
discussion will make extensive reference to ontology, because the proposals
I critique are justified with reference to ontological considerations. Again,
I think it would be counterproductive for me to commit to a full positive
proposal of the relationship between the two kinds of realism. I intend to
rely only on the following premises:

1. If a view is realist in ontology about a single, canonical universe of set
theory, then it is realist in truth value about CH, and indeed about
every first-order sentence in the language of set theory. (I will return
to this view in section 2.3 under the name of “strong absolutism”),

1For an overview of the distinction and its history, see Koellner [2009].
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2. Suppose a view is sufficiently realist in ontology to propose a new axiom
ϕ motivated by a belief about ontology. If ZFC + ϕ proves CH or not-
CH, the view then counts as “realist about CH” for my purposes.

1.2 Why demand realism?

Finally, why should it matter if approaches to CH are realist according to
my definition? For example, on a view such as the naturalism of Maddy
[1997], adjudication by the consensus of the set-theoretic community might
be exactly what is required to settle CH. If a technical program to resolve CH
can be mated with one of these philosophical stances, wouldn’t that render
the bulk of my criticisms moot?2

My answer is that I intend to comment on the debate begun by Fefer-
man’s claim [2011] that CH is not a “definite problem,” by which he meant
that the very meaning of the proposition is unclear, but which I wish to read
less strictly as the claim that there is no fact of the matter about CH. Part
of Feferman’s argument was a detailed thought experiment in which a com-
mittee of the Clay Mathematics Institute considers CH for inclusion as one
of the Millennium Prize problems (alongside the Riemann Hypothesis, with
which it co-appeared on Hilbert’s list a century earlier). This hypothetical
committee concludes there is no clear criterion for what it would mean to
resolve CH, and that ongoing research on the question does not seem to be
converging on such a criterion, and then rejects CH as a candidate for in-
clusion on this basis. Feferman took this as suggestive (but not conclusive)
evidence that CH is indefinite.

In an unpublished research note, Koellner [2012] replied that the fact that
there is no definite program at this time to resolve CH does not imply that
the problem itself is indefinite; the same concerns would imply to proposi-
tions that are unambiguously definite on Feferman’s view, e.g., a conjecture
expressible in the language of first-order arithmetic that is subsequently dis-
covered to be equivalent to the consistency sentence of a large cardinal axiom.
Feferman largely accepted this criticism and accordingly the thought exper-
iment does not appear in the final version [2015] of his paper.

However, I think that the test that Feferman described in the thought
experiment — whether “the usual idea of mathematical truth in its ordinary
sense is [...] operative in the research [program]” — is a valuable one and
remains applicable. We cannot expect the definition of success for CH to
be as uncontroversial as it is for the Riemann Hypothesis, because there we
have a clear consensus to require a proof in ZFC3 and we know that for CH
this is impossible. But we can still measure approaches to CH against the
standards of ordinary mathematical enquiry: are the practitioners behaving
as though there is a fact of the matter to be discovered? If they are not,
then I think this is weak evidence that there is indeed no fact of the matter.
I will return to this issue in my conclusion.

2I thank the anonymous reviewers for pressing this point.
3Or perhaps ZFC plus the existence of Grothendieck universes, as McLarty [2010]

argues happened with Fermat’s Last Theorem.
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2 Basic independendence phenomena

2.1 “Width” independence results: inner and outer
models

My discussion will focus on the following basic independence phenomena.
Given any model of set theory V , one can identify within it the inner model
L, the universe containing only the constructible sets. L is the “smallest pos-
sible” universe in a precise sense; in particular, it is the minimal class model
of ZFC inside V and it is absolute under its own construction, so it is a model
of V = L (an axiom saying that every set is constructible). The continuum
hypothesis is always true in L, regardless of its status in V . In fact, so is
the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH), which fixes the exponentiation
function for the entire cardinal hierarchy at 2ℵα = ℵα+1. Moreover, Jensen
gave a “fine-structural” analysis of L that establishes many of its combinato-
rial properties. In particular, L satisfies the combinatorial principle ♦, which
implies the existence of a Suslin line: a dense linear order without endpoints
that, like R, is complete and has the countable chain condition, but which
is not isomorphic to R. Similarly, Shelah established that if V = L, every
Whitehead group (an abelian group satisfying Ext1(A,Z) = 0) is free.4

Meanwhile, forcing is a technique for “expanding” a model V (there are
metamathematical subtleties here, to which I will return in section 2.3). A
few forcing constructions in particular are of interest to us here: forcing can
increase the size of the continuum, creating a model that violates CH from a
model in which it holds. It can also decrease the value of the continuum, or
“collapse” a cardinal (adding a bijection between it and a lesser ordinal, so
that it ceases to be a cardinal); for example, one can make ℵ1 into a countable
ordinal by forcing. Forcing can also alter the combinatorial properties of V .
In particular, one can force the negation of CH together with the principle
Martin’s Axiom (MA).5 This principle implies that there is no Suslin line,
but it also implies the existence of a non-free Whitehead group.

These are the so-called “width” independence phenomena, so-called be-
cause they do not change the ordinals α of the universe, but do alter the levels
Vα of the cumulative hierarchy. Within this metaphor, L is a “thin” universe;
the levels Lα of its cumulative hierarchy are the smallest possible under ZFC.
It has “few” reals (indeed, the smallest possible number ℵ1), and its “order-
liness” manifests itself in its satisfaction of strong combinatorial principles
such as ♦. Meanwhile, a universe satisfying MA is metaphorically “thick”,
since the presence of certain objects (generic filters) has been guaranteed.

2.2 “Height” independence results: large cardinals

Essentially, the large cardinals are cardinals such that their existence implies
the consistency of ZFC, and therefore (by Gödel’s second incompleteness the-

4Magidor [2012] gives an equivalent statement of this result: if V = L, then every
compact Abelian pathwise connected topological group is a product of copies of the unit
circle.

5Henceforth, I will use MA as a synonym for MA(ω1), which entails the negation of
CH.
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orem) cannot be proven within ZFC itself. They can be divided roughly into
two groups. The “small” large cardinals are those consistent with V = L;
this category begins with simple properties such as inaccessibility6 and pro-
ceeds through various properties of interest to combinatorial set theorists.
Beginning approximately with 0# and the measurable cardinals, we get car-
dinals such that their existence is inconsistent with V = L; these are the
“large” large cardinals. It should be noted that it is misleading to view the
“height” of large cardinals in terms of their literal ordinal height. For exam-
ple, suppose V contains a measurable cardinal κ. If we pass down to L, κ is
still present but it is no longer measurable (although it will be strongly in-
accessible); the construction of L removed its 0-1-valued measure. “Height”
is in this sense a looser metaphor than “width”.7

As Koellner [2011] observes, even though we can construct, via meta-
mathematical techniques, examples of theories of incomparable consistency
strength, it is a surprising fact that the “natural” large cardinal axioms stud-
ied by set theorists appear to be linearly ordered (indeed, well-ordered) by
consistency strength. Moreover, the research program known as large cardi-
nals from determinacy, associated with Martin, Steel, and Woodin [Koellner
and Woodin, 2010], explores the consequences of large cardinal hypotheses
for descriptive set theory and analysis. An example is the case of the ax-
iom of projective determinacy (PD). The projective sets are those A ⊆ R
that are generated from the Borel sets by finitely many iterations of taking
complements and images under continuous functions. PD says that for any
such A, a certain two-player game on it is determined, i.e., one of the players
has a winning strategy; for the purposes of our discussion, this may simply
be taken as a generalization of desirable descriptive set-theoretic properties
such as Lebesgue measurability, the property of Baire, and the perfect set
property. Under V = L, PD is false and there are projective sets that are not
Lebesgue measurable, etc.; under suitable large cardinal assumptions, how-
ever, PD is true. These considerations give rise to a case for realism about
the existence of large cardinals and their consequences; when we enhance the
consistency strength and interpretive power of our set theory in this math-
ematically natural way, we seem to discover truths “lower down” about the
structure of P(R). The full picture of the connection between large cardinals
and determinacy goes deeper and is more sophisticated than I can present
here; Koellner [2014] gives a concise overview.8

Significantly, although “height” questions have consequences in first-order
and second-order arithmetic, they turn out to be orthogonal to many of the
“width” questions that can be altered by forcing, including CH. This is due

6A weakly inaccessible κ is both regular and limit, so it can’t be “reached” from below
by taking limits or successor cardinals respectively. A strongly inaccessible κ additionally
can’t be reached from below by taking power sets; this implies that Vκ is a model of ZFC.

7I thank Neil Barton for making this point.
8For the purposes of this paper, I will not formally dispute the claim that the program

has settled the case for the acceptance of large cardinals — I am primarily concerned with
claims to have settled the width phenomena, not the height phenomena. It is worth noting
that there is dissent among set-theoretic practitioners about the program as a whole and
about the specific arguments in support of it; for example, Hamkins [2015] suggests that
the linearity phenomenon may be the product of confirmation bias. For reasons discussed
in sections 5 and 6.1, I am personally skeptical, but I think the jury is out.
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to a family of results originating with the following theorem of Levy and
Solovay: in a universe with a measurable cardinal κ, “small” forcing (i.e.,
forcing with a notion of size < κ) does not stop κ from being measurable.
Since such forcing is sufficient to alter the value of 2ℵ0 , it follows that CH
is also independent from ZFC + “a measurable cardinal exists.” The result
generalizes to other large cardinal notions, all of which are known not to
decide CH. (However, there are “width” hypotheses that have large cardinal
consistency strength, in particular two extensions of Martin’s Axiom known
as the Proper Forcing Axiom and Martin’s Maximum. I will return to these
hypotheses in section 4.)

2.3 Philosophical significance of the independence phe-
nomena

The pre-theoretic platonistic view about V is that it is like N, a unique
structure that doesn’t just satisfy the axioms of ZFC and their consequences,
but furthermore fixes a truth value for all sentences in the language of set
theory. (I will discuss an attempt to ground this idea in section 4.) Steel
[2014] calls this view “strong absolutism”.

I think it is important to note that this view is not directly challenged
by any of the set-theoretic independence results; it is possible to maintain,
in the face of them, realism in ontology about V and realism in truth-value
about its first-order theory. For example, suppose strong absolutism and then
consider L. Then the fact that L satisfies CH is irrelevant to the truth value
of CH, which is fixed by the true V . If V 6= L, V can see “from the outside”
that L is defective, in that it omits some sets that really exist — in other
words, there is at least one set-sized collection of sets that L “refuses” to
gather together into a set. Thus, L does not force the strong absolutist into
pluralism about the truth value of any sentences that vary between V and L.
These considerations apply equally to any other inner model construction.

What about outer models? If we are thoroughgoing platonists about V ,
there are no genuine sets outside of V and therefore the idea of constructing
a larger model of set theory is incoherent; specifically, V does not have V -
generic sets for any forcing notion P , so the forcing construction does not
get off the ground. In the context of relative consistency proofs, this issue
can be metamathematically finessed by forcing against set models of finite
fragments of ZFC (which can be proven to exist within ZFC itself, via the
reflection results of Montague). So all the independence results discussed so
far are intelligible without talk of actually expanding the universe.

Nevertheless, the idea of expanding V itself by forcing is robust enough
that set theorists do commonly speak of taking extensions of the universe. In
particular, Hamkins [2012] describes a result which gives a theoretical basis
for taking this talk (in his phrase, the “naturalist account of forcing”) at face
value. For any forcing notion P , one can, within V , construct class models
V ⊆ V [G]; there will be an elementary embedding of V into V , and V [G]
will be a forcing extension of V by a V -generic set G ∈ V . This can then
be construed as legitimizing the ordinary practice of referring to V [G]. But
for the strong absolutist, this proof is not evidence for the actual existence
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of outer models; the construction merely yields another a class model like
L, defective in that it does not instantiate the correct levels of the true
cumulative hierarchy. In some cases, it can even be seen “from the outside”
(i.e., from the perspective of the true V ) to be ill-founded. So again, the
independence phenomena do not inherently push us into pluralism about the
concept of set.9

2.4 The independence phenomena as part of mathe-
matics

At this point, I will endorse two views concerning the width phenomena.
The first is the contention of Magidor [2012] that it will not do to dismiss
them as inherently metamathematical in character, irrelevant to the working
mathematician — indeed, the independence result for Whitehead groups
came as a very surprising intrusion of higher set theory into a problem that
was perceived as purely algebraic, and attempts after the fact to dismiss
it as a “merely” set-theoretic problem are a kind of gerrymandering. The
independence phenomena cannot be defined out of “real mathematics”.

If one accepts that sentences like Whitehead’s problem (whether there is
a non-free Whitehead group) or Kaplansky’s conjecture (whether there can
be a discontinuous homomorphism between certain kinds of Banach alge-
bras) remain properly mathematical questions, even after having been found
independent of ZFC, then it follows that they pose a challenge not merely
for set-theoretic foundational programs, but for alternative foundations as
well: we can benchmark those alternative proposals by how they answer the
independent questions. I will return to this issue in section 6.2.

2.5 The “dream solution” to the independence phe-
nomena

The other view I want to endorse is that of Hamkins [2012] that at this
point, we cannot hope to find an intuitively evident principle, analogous to
the existing axioms and intrinsically justified by the concept of set, which
decides these questions. Given such a principle (Hamkins calls it the “dream
solution”), we are already so well acquainted with universes that violate it
that we will not be convinced that it identifies something truly essential to the
concept of set itself. We cannot recover platonism via the naive continuation
of the axiomatic method.

Hamkins takes this further. On his view, the independence phenomena
have demonstrated that there exist multiple valid concepts of set. These con-
cepts can be arranged to form a set-theoretic multiverse, each world of which

9This argument applies a fortiori to the semantic account of forcing, in which the
forcing relation ∗P is defined within V itself and then interpreted as describing what
would be true in a generic extension V [G]. The reasoning is essentially analogical: in
a countable transitive model M , the forcing relation definable within M would identify
sentences true in the extension M [G], so one may argue that it does the same thing in V .
But for the strong absolutist, there is no V [G] and the analogy simply breaks down — the
semantic account is reduced to a method of producing relative consistency proofs.
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is a model of ZFC; Hamkins gives a formal description of this multiverse,
one that entails an extensive anti-realism about concepts such as the ordi-
nal hierarchy, countability, and well-foundedness. For him, the truth value
of CH can vary across the set-theoretic multiverse, and this is the end of
the matter: CH simpliciter has no truth value. I should emphasize that my
endorsement ab initio of Hamkins’s attitude to the “dream solution” does
not entail a similar endorsement of his multiverse view. I will return to the
status of Hamkins’s multiverse vis-a-vis more realist views in sections 5 and
6.1.

3 Maximizing structures

At this point, it may seem as though I have ruled out all the philosophically
motivated avenues for resolving the continuum problem. However, instead
of relying on the intuitive acceptability of axioms, we can appeal to the
philosophical motivations for the set-theoretic program itself. Such a pro-
gram could pick out philosophically better models of set theory, and all of
these models could agree on the truth value of CH — this without reject-
ing Hamkins’s claim that there are legitimate models of both CH and its
negation.

What goals does set theory serve as a foundation for mathematics? Struc-
turalist critiques of set theory as a foundation often focus on the failure of set
theory’s ontology and proof system to describe the means by which mathe-
maticians actually reason. These objections strike me as missing the point.
The foundational goals served by ZFC are not primarily about enabling the
straightforward translation of working mathematics into a formal system.
Rather, the set-theoretic universe is “Cantor’s paradise”10, in which seem-
ingly disparate or incommensurate kinds of mathematical structure exist and
can be studied together — for example, the monster group, the complex num-
bers C, and the ω1-Aronszajn tree. Thus, one might endorse an analogue of
Shapiro’s [1997] “coherence principle” — intuitively, “all structures that can
possibly exist, should exist” — and take as a realist objective for set theory
the principle of maximizing structures. The best set theory is then the one
that realizes the most structures.

How can we formally cash out the idea of maximizing structures? Maddy
[1998] provides one suggestion: maximize the isomorphism types available.
This principle can be used, for example, to argue against V = L as an axiom,
because it precludes the existence of the set 0# (a subset of N that codes a
certain metamathematical property). It follows from this that if V contains
0#, no set in L is isomorphic (from the point of view of V ) to the level Vω+1

of V at which it first appears — thus, V = L can be interpreted as failing to
maximize the availability of isomorphism types.

A prima facie problem with this suggestion is that there is no neutral
standpoint from which to judge whether two objects are isomorphic (and
therefore whether they represent one or two distinct isomorphism types);
any such judgment must occur from the point of view of a particular model

10Hilbert’s phrase.
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of set theory. For example, suppose we have conceptions of two competing
models V and V ′ of set theory, but not a conception of how one is contained
in the other; how are we to tell whether a ∈ V and b ∈ V ′ are isomorphic?
But the situation is not improved when we consider the case where one model
is contained in the other, because the condition of being isomorphic is not
absolute under set forcing. Here is a straightforward example suggested to
me by John Steel: the first-order theory T of dense linear orderings without
endpoints is ω-categorical (it has exactly one isomorphism type of size ℵ0,
instantiated by the rational numbers Q) but is not categorical in any un-
countable cardinality. Let M be some model of set theory, and let A,B ∈M
be non-isomorphic models of T of cardinality ℵ1. Then, extend M to M [G]
by forcing to collapse ℵ1 so that it becomes a countable ordinal; A and B
still satisfy the same first-order theory, but are now countable, so they have
become isomorphic to each other and to Q. (Interestingly, Baldwin et al.
[1993], motivated explicitly by the idea that this merging of isomorphism
types by forcing is a pathological phenomenon, give combined constraints on
first-order theories and forcing notions that prevent this from happening.)

Maddy negotiates these difficulties by defining structure-maximization for
theories, rather than for particular models. Specifically, a theory T maximizes
over a theory S if models of T provably have “good” inner models11 of S, and
the outer model of T provably contains an set X such that no set in the inner
model of S is isomorphic to X. Maddy then considers S to be restrictive,
and therefore defective, if T maximizes over S and S does not maximize
over T . This resolves the problem of perspective just identified: the outer
model provides the vantage point from which we assess the distinctness of
isomorphism types, but the types are not being identified with the model-
theoretic isomorphism types present in any particular universe, rather with
the proofs that pick them out.

Nonetheless, I believe the definitions are still fundamentally reliant on
a characterization of structure as isomorphism type, and that this reliance
poses an ineluctable problem. A natural conception of “mathematical struc-
ture”, as it is used by working mathematicians and then interpreted within
a set-theoretic ontology, will include non-absolute properties that depend on
non-absolute relationships with N (such as countability) and R. An example
is the Suslin line, as discussed in section 2.1, which is characterized by two
such non-absolute properties: having the countable chain condition and be-
ing non-isomorphic with R. The existence of such a line S is independent,
because it follows from ♦ and is therefore true in “narrow” universes like L,
but fails in a “wide” universe satisfying MA. Take a universe U satisfying
V = L and consider an outer model W ⊃ U satisfying MA. Then the set
〈X,<〉 that instantiated the Suslin line in U is still present in W . It continues
to represent its isomorphism type, and it retains all its first-order properties
(it is still a dense linear order), but it has ceased to be a Suslin line.

11Maddy’s original definitions (which refer to these suitable models as “fair interpreta-
tions”) allow proper class inner models, truncations of V at an inaccessible, and truncations
of proper class inner models at an inaccessible. The correct definition of “fair interpre-
tation” has been the subject of subsequent debate; see Incurvati and Löwe [2016] for a
recent perspective.
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If we accept this conception of mathematical structure, reducing the uni-
verse may add structures as well as removing them, and enlarging it may
remove structures as well as adding them. But Maddy’s definitions (as with
any definitions relying solely on isomorphism type) are unable to “detect”
this phenomenon, because the set instantiating the structure in the inner
model is always trivially present in the outer model as well. According to
them, the theory V = L does not maximize even over the theory “there is
no Suslin line” — rather, that theory properly maximizes over V = L, be-
cause it entails V 6= L, and the added nonconstructible set counts as a new
isomorphism type.

On a characterization of structure faithful to the ordinary mathematical
notion, can we maximize structures? I conjecture that this goal is impossible:
some structures are unable to peacefully coexist in Cantor’s Paradise and will
force us to choose between them. Specifically:

Conjecture 1 (Informal). There exist sentences ϕ1 and ϕ2 in the language
of set theory, each describing the existence of a mathematical structure, such
that ZFC + ϕ1 and ZFC + ϕ2 are each consistent, but ZFC + ϕ1 + ϕ2 is
inconsistent.

This conjecture is true when ϕ1 is the principle ♦ (read as “a ♦-sequence
exists”12) and ϕ2 is “a non-free Whitehead group exists” — but I think
many working mathematicians might dispute the claim that a ♦-sequence
is a bona fide structure, instead viewing it as a purely set-theoretic artifact.
My (largely uninformed) speculation is that the conjecture is still true when
ϕ1 is replaced by the sentence “a Suslin line exists”.13 But here is some more
grounded speculation: the incompatible combinatorial phenomena in “wide”
and “narrow” universes mean that we will be able to fill in some natural ϕ1

and ϕ2. So I believe that the project of maximizing structures ends up being
incoherent. I will return to the implications of this in section 6.2.

4 Maximizing sets

To see how strong absolutism (that is, realism about V as a definite totality)
has fared in the face of the independence phenomena, it is instructive to look
at Martin’s [2012] exposition of the informal argument for the uniqueness
of V . I note that Martin’s actual position is subtle and does not literally
endorse the argument as it is presented here — I am presenting it not as
part of a discussion of Martin’s view, but because I think it illuminates the
original, pre-independence-era motivation for set-theoretic platonism.

Suppose V and V ′ are models of set theory with the same ordinals; we
will argue by an informal version of transfinite induction that they must be
equal at every level of the cumulative hierarchy, and therefore equal overall.
Certainly they must agree at level 0: this is just to say that V0 and V ′

0

12Specifically, ♦ asserts the existence of a sequence of subsets Aα of ℵ1, for α < ℵ1,
such that for every A ⊆ ℵ1, the set {α ∈ ℵ1 | Aα = A ∩ α} is stationary.

13On the other hand, it might be possible to start with a relativization of MA or PFA
that preserves Suslin lines, as in Todorcevic [2011], and then still obtain a non-free White-
head group.
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are both the empty set. Suppose now that they agree up to level α of the
cumulative hierarchy, i.e., Vα = V ′

α. Then, for any x ∈ Vα+1, we can apply an
informal version of the Axiom of Comprehension to collect a corresponding
set f(x) = {y′ ∈ V ′

α | y′ ∈ x} ∈ V ′
α+1. Since V ′ satisfies the Axiom of

Extensionality, f is an injection from Vα+1 to V ′
α+1; but since V does as

well, the corresponding map defined by g(x′) = {y ∈ Vα | y ∈ x′} is also
an injection and is the inverse of f . Therefore, f is an isomorphism and
we can use it to identify Vα+1 with V ′

α+1, as before. The case where α is a
limit ordinal is trivial, since any disagreement at a limit α must have been
introduced at some level β < α. �

The significance of this argument is not in its ability to persuade the
anti-realist or multiversist. Nonetheless, let’s examine in detail the point at
which the multiversist objects to it. Suppose that V is a “wide” universe
satisfying MA(ω1), and V ′ is its L. These models have the same ordinals
and therefore Martin’s proof is putatively applicable to them; nevertheless,
our straw multiversist will maintain, for purposes of argument, that V and
V ′ are equally good universes of set theory. Now, let the two models will
agree up to some level α, where α > ω, and begin to disagree at Vα+1. Let
x ∈ Vα+1 be one of the sets that doesn’t appear in V ′

α+1; when the absolutist
tries to produce f(x), the multiversist retorts that comprehension cannot be
applied, because the property y′ ∈ x has no meaning within V ′, where x does
not exist.

This objection is good as far as it goes. But the absolutist can reply:
the failure of V ′ to collect these elements into a set constitutes evidence that
V ′ is defective. After all, once the existence of V and x is conceded, there
is nothing conceptually unclear about the property “being a member of x”.
Why, then, does V ′ refuse to collect the elements of V ′

α that satisfy it into a
set? In essence, the universist is arguing that that V is categorical because
given two competing notions of set over a common set of objects, the more
permissive one is superior — given a set X and a collection Y of its elements,
there are no grounds on which we can deny that Y is a genuine subset of X.
This gives us a basis for a genuinely realist approach to set-theoretic truth:
the true universe V is the one that contains as many sets as possible, and
the goal of set theory is to maximize sets.14

Is there a mathematical program that can be viewed as maximizing sets?
In fact, Magidor [2012] proposes the forcing axioms — MA, the Proper Forc-
ing Axiom (PFA), and Martin’s Maximum (MM) — as formalizations of this
intuition that the most permissive notion of set is the best. Intuitively, the
forcing axioms identify a class of “mild” forcing notions, then assert that the
results of applying those forcing notions are already available within the cur-
rent universe. For example, MA applies to forcing with partial orders P that
satisfy the countable chain condition (“c.c.c.”); among other desirable prop-
erties, these forcings preserve cardinals. MA(ω1) asserts that for any c.c.c.
partial order P and any family of dense sets D in P satisfying |D| ≤ ω1,
there is already a D-generic filter F on P . PFA and MM generalize this to
larger classes of forcings, with MM giving the most general class for which

14The idea may originate with Gödel [1964], who used it as part of an argument against
V = L.
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a forcing axiom of this form is consistent. Metaphorically, if we use these
mild forcings to make our concept of set more and more expansive, the final
result is a universe satisfying the relevant forcing axiom. (This metaphor ac-
cords with the constructions that produce models of the forcing axioms; the
relevant kinds of forcing are iterated in a “controlled” way so that the final
model satisfies the axiom.) Moreover, PFA and MM prove that 2ℵ0 = ℵ2, so
they decide CH in a natural way.15

The problem is that a set-maximizing rationale for the forcing axioms
seems to require viewing forcing in a realist sense as “adding sets” to the
universe — and if we accept this, then it’s hard to know when to stop. If
there is set-theoretic structure outside of our current universe and we can
access it via forcing, why should we stop at mild forcing? Without this
restriction, we can start from a universe satisfying MM, then force to restore
CH (by collapsing 2ℵ0 to equal ℵ1) and then even an L-like principle such as
♦.

One could accept the forcing axioms concomitantly with the belief that
non-mild forcings are pathological, because they destroy important features
of the original universe; this would solve the immediate difficulty just pre-
sented. (Indeed, there is something intuitively pathological about collapsing
a cardinal.) But the problem quickly reappears, since the forcing axioms are
not “stable” with respect to their own classes of mild forcings. For example,
starting from a universe that satisfies MM, one can use a forcing that is mild
according to MM’s own definition of mildness (in fact, a c.c.c. forcing) to
obtain 2ℵ0 = ℵ3, which will destroy MM. Note that this is a disanalogy be-
tween outer and inner models, or between maximality and minimality, since
L is absolute under its own construction. With inner models, we can descend
to the bottom, but with outer models there seems to be no top that we can
climb to.16

At this point, I need to clarify the nature of my critique of the program:
my quarrel is not with its goal, but with its claim to have achieved the
goal. In fact, the program is my paradigm for a properly realist approach to
resolving an independence phenomenon. It is not an instance of the “dream
solution”, since no one is claiming that MM is intuitively evident. Nor is it
necessarily a claim that MM is intrinsically justified, in the sense of Gödel
and Koellner, on the basis of the concept of set. One might maintain instead
that MM is not contained in the original concept of set, but rather in a
refinement of that concept that deserves on realist grounds to supersede the
original.17 The point is that that 2ℵ0 = ℵ2 has putatively been discovered
as a consequence of the set-maximizing program combined with technical
results about forcing. In the next section, I will use this as a benchmark for

15However, they do not fix the values of any beth number above i1, so they are largely
silent on the question of GCH.

16However, see Hamkins [2003] for a discussion of sentences that are in fact “stable” in
the sense that once made true by forcing, they cannot be made false by any subsequent
forcing.

17In fact, I think this is a reasonable reading of Magidor’s actual position: he states
explicitly that he is interested in extrinsic rather than intrinsic justifications, and the title
of his paper (which doubles as the “slogan” of his program) is “Some Set Theories Are
More Equal.”
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a competing program.

5 Maximizing interpretive power

5.1 The inner model program

The inner model program is probably the most significant contemporary at-
tempt to complete set theory and resolve CH. Many notable people have
contributed to it mathematically, but its most prominent advocates qua phi-
losophy are Steel and Woodin. In the discussion that follows, I will somewhat
conflate their philosophical views, or perhaps rely on Steel as a philosophical
interpreter of Woodin’s technical program; the attendant dangers are evident
but I think this is necessary in order to maintain focus.18 The philosophical
goal served by the inner model program is the maximization of interpretive
power — see in particular Steel [2000, 2014] — and the technical goal is the
construction of inner models that are compatible with the existence of very
large cardinals (at the level of a supercompact and above). The key philo-
sophical tenets of the program, invariant historically across several different
technical directions, are realism about the existence of these large cardinals
(about the ordinal hierarchy itself, and about the non-absolute properties
of the ordinals asserted by large cardinal hypotheses), and about the conse-
quences of their existence in descriptive set theory (for example, projective
determinacy).

Two difficulties immediately present themselves. One is that, by the re-
sults discussed in section 2.2, CH appears to be entirely orthogonal to ques-
tions of interpretive power as expressed through the large cardinal hierarchy:
for all known candidate theories T that assert the existence of large cardinals,
T , T + CH, and T +¬CH are all equiconsistent. The other is that to harness
the interpretive power of large cardinals, a theory does not need to assert
that large cardinals actually exist. As Hamkins [2012] points out, the Shoen-
field absoluteness theorem guarantees that for any reasonable19 theory T , the
existence of a countable transitive model of T is absolute between V and L,
and thus between V and any forcing extension of V . So if T is something
like “ZFC plus the existence of arbitrarily large supercompact cardinals”, T
is incompatible with V = L, as are all large cardinals above a measurable.
But “ZFC, plus V = L, plus the existence of a countable transitive model
of T” is consistent if “ZFC plus the existence of a strong inaccessible with
arbitrarily large supercompacts below it” is — so the large cardinal realist is
committed to the consistency of this theory as well.

Even before discussing specifics of the inner model program, it will be
helpful to frame the discussion in terms of how it purports to respond to
these two objections. To the second objection, Steel (ibid.) replies that

18Specifically, Woodin has historically advocated many different (and incompatible)
technical programs with different philosophical justifications. The one discussed here is
the one represented in his most recent work, which is also the closest to Steel’s view. For
a detailed history, see Koellner [2013].

19Specifically, any constructible theory. This includes all the recursively axiomatizable
theories.
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due to the mathematical considerations described in section 2.2, specifi-
cally their natural well-ordering by consistency strength, large cardinals are
unique among proposals to expand the interpretive power of ZFC in terms of
their systematizing influence. Therefore, accepting the low-complexity con-
sequences (such as arithmetical consistency sentences and the existence of
countable transitive models) of large cardinals, while maintaining skepticism
about large cardinals themselves, can be criticized as an instrumentalism,
comparable to instrumentalism about unobservables in physical science. In
Steel’s [2000] phrase, it is philosophically unsatisfactory in the same sense
as the assertion, “There are no electrons, but mid-sized objects behave as if
there were.” So on this view, any “first-class” (in the sense of both inter-
pretive power and philosophical faithfulness to the theory of large cardinals)
model of set theory must contain all the ordinals, and those ordinals must
retain their requisite large cardinal properties, and therefore the model will
satisfy PD, etc.

As for the first objection, the inner model program seeks to pick out
a preferred model of ZFC with large cardinals that will decide CH — so
its claims to resolve CH will rest on the philosophical justification for this
preference. Woodin’s “Ultimate L” program, more or less, is to obtain an
L-like inner model that, like L, will support a detailed structural analysis,
but unlike it will be compatible with the existence of large cardinals at the
level of a supercompact and above. In one commonly discussed possible
outcome, this model will satisfy L-like principles such as GCH and ♦.20

The sense in which it maximizes interpretive power is via Steel’s generic
multiverse proposal, as follows. Start from a model V with (for example)
arbitrarily large supercompact cardinals. Consider the universe of proper
class models that are mutually accessible from V via set forcing; since set-
sized forcing cannot alter the properties of more than set-many cardinals,
every model in the multiverse will still have arbitrarily large supercompacts.
Steel [2014] then proves that the theory of this multiverse is expressible in the
ZFC language of the original model. The truth value of CH will necessarily
vary across the multiverse, but the multiverse may have a unique element
definable in the multiverse language, the core. Pending outcomes of Woodin’s
conjectures [Woodin, 2011], the core will be ultimate L. So we can accept the
axiom “V = Ultimate-L” with confidence that no interpretive power has been
lost, since any omitted structure is available — in a “first-class” model with
all the ordinals and arbitrarily large supercompacts — via set forcing. Then
we may take the fact that CH is true in Ultimate-L to mean that CH is true.

5.2 Does the inner model program resolve CH?

Let us take stock. What underlies the case for “V = Ultimate-L” as an axiom,
or alternately, the case for “truth in the core model” as the correct analysis of
set-theoretic truth? It seems that the justification cannot be an intrinsic one;
the considerations motivating the picture are highly technical and cannot be

20As Koellner [2013] points out, there are other ways the conjectures could turn out,
including some possibilities where CH fails, but my critique applies in those eventualities
as well.
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claimed to arise from the concept of set itself (indeed, its proponents make no
such claim). Moreover, as discussed in section 4, the intrinsic considerations
seem to militate in favor of a “wider”, more permissive concept of set. So the
justification must be extrinsic. There are two salient possibilities: the picture
could be justified on the strength of the core model’s privileged position
within the generic multiverse, or by the fact that the resulting model will
support a fine-structural analysis.

I think a fair reading of the first argument — that the core model may
be taken to be the true V in virtue of its minimality in the generic multi-
verse, or in virtue of being the only definable element thereof — is that it
immediately belies its own claim to have resolved CH. The core model has
been recommended to us as a sort of springboard; by forcing over it, we can
access other “first-class” universes of set theory, containing other mathemat-
ical structures that are legitimized by their appearance in such a universe.
The relevant distinction is that although we can jump from our initial uni-
verse with its Suslin line to a different one with a Whitehead group, we can
never reach a universe where PD fails. This is, prima facie, realism about
“height” questions and anti-realism about “width” questions, including CH.
Steel [2014] argues that given the independence phenomena, we must reframe
CH as a sentence in the multiverse language, and the only suitable candidate
for such a reframing is the question of whether CH is true in the unique
definable world — in which case, CH turns out to be true. But it is difficult
to see why we should accept the reframing, as opposed to the more natural
interpretation where CH remains a sentence in the language of set theory
and its truth value simply varies across the worlds of the generic multiverse.

What of the possibility that supporting a fine-structural analysis is itself
a reason to choose a model of set theory? The challenge here is that there
is no good reason to think that V should support a particular kind of struc-
tural analysis — even supposing that this analysis is the only known way21

to answer open questions about its properties. If we seek analogues of this
in other fields of mathematics, we find seemingly parallel phenomena; for
example, in complexity theory, difficult questions are often studied under or-
acle relativizations [Fortnow, 1994], which can provide a simpler setting that
nonetheless illuminates the original problem. But no one would say that
answering the relativized question in itself answers the original question, or
argue naturalistically that the original question has been superseded by the
relativized question. So the strong absolutist who is a proponent of princi-
ples that are incompatible with “V = Ultimate-L” (for example, MM), can
mount the following challenge: the inner model theory program is answer-
ing a relativized analogue of CH (specifically, relativized to the inner model
Ultimate-L), but this is not an answer to the question itself.

Can it be argued that a fine-structural analysis is in itself mathematically
fruitful, and this is an extrinsic ground for its acceptance? First it must be
noted that there is no evidence, as yet, of interest from working mathemati-
cians in the specific results that follow from a fine-structural analysis. (In
contrast, there is a better case that large cardinals and PD lead to a descrip-

21Since, as discussed previously, the forcing axioms do not settle the cardinal exponen-
tiation function above ℵ0.
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tive set theory that is “useful to analysts,” in Steel’s [2000] phrase.) So the
appeal must be to its fruitfulness in resolving set-theoretic questions. This
seems to be the stance of Woodin [2009], who says that “V = Ultimate-L”
could lead to “a conception of the transfinite universe which is as clear and
unambiguous as our conception of the fragment Vω, the universe of the finite
integers.” On this view, V = L would have been an ideal axiom except
for its incompatibility with large cardinals. Subordinate to the constraint of
maximizing interpretive power, we are also maximizing clarity or answers.

The problem is that on this methodology, just as long as we get an an-
swer, any answer will do — and this lends teeth to Feferman’s charge that
the “usual idea of mathematical truth” is no longer operative in set the-
ory. Again, comparisons with other mathematical fields are instructive. In
number theory, many results of interest have been shown to follow from
the Riemann Hypothesis. In computational complexity theory, the existence
of one-way functions [Goldreich, 2006] and the Unique Games Conjecture
[Trevisan, 2012] are unproven hypotheses that can be used to prove many
foundational results in cryptography and the theory of hardness of approx-
imation, respectively. Yet it is inconceivable that working mathematicians
in these fields could take the fruitfulness of these hypotheses as a reason to
accept them as true — as heuristic evidence of their truth, certainly, but not
to grant them the same epistemic status as proven results. Of course, this
is due in part to the fact that the standard for acceptance in these fields is
the exhibition of a proof in ZFC, a standard which is inapplicable here —
so inasmuch as this is the reason, the comparison is invalid. But I think
the deeper reason for the asymmetry is that number theorists and computa-
tional complexity theorists believe that there are facts of the matter about
their hypotheses, facts that are at liberty, so to speak, to be uncooperative
with their theorem-proving ambitions. There is a real and salient epistemic
possibility that despite our hopes, the Riemann Hypothesis could actually
be false — so much the worse for us! If there is no such fear to restrain us
with regard to CH and the width questions, it must be because we do not
really believe that there are facts about them — we are free to adjudicate or
even dismiss the questions, rather being forced to discover their solutions.

Put another way, what distinguishes the answer-maximizing justification
for “V = Ultimate-L” from other extrinsic justifications is the lack of ac-
countability to an external criterion of set-theoretic truth. In the case for
large cardinals, one is (meant to be) persuaded by the goal of maximizing
interpretive power, which leads to belief in the large cardinal axioms and the
discovery of truths such as PD. In another perspective on the case [Koellner,
2014], one comes to believe that PD is true (e.g., because PD’s regulariza-
tion of descriptive set theory makes it the correct venue for analysts), and
then one comes to accept large cardinals because they are natural hypothe-
ses from which determinacy can be derived. Nor is it necessary to choose
one “direction” for the argument to the exclusion of the other; the “web of
implications” (Moschovakis’s phrase, quoted in Maddy’s [2011] summary of
the case) between the two classes of hypotheses leads naturally to a picture
where the beliefs in them are mutually supporting. The point is that the web
is not “free-floating”, but is anchored somewhere to the ground: it rests on
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some external reason or reasons to believe that in adopting large cardinals
and determinacy, rather than V = L and definable failures of determinacy,
we have arrived at the right answer.22

The case for MM discussed in section 4 is realist according to this crite-
rion: one is (meant to be) persuaded as to the maximality of the set concept,
which leads to belief in MM (via an extrinsic justification) and then to the
discovery that 2ℵ0 = ℵ2. But in the case for “V = Ultimate-L”, neither the
proposed axiom nor its conjectured consequences (including 2ℵ0 = ℵ1) have a
suitable external ground. The justification for CH is then essentially circular:
2ℵ0 equals ℵ1 because we want to fix a value for it, and any value will do.
This is not a realist attitude to the continuum problem.23

To make the point more explicit, imagine a proponent of MM motivated
by the set-maximizing goal; call him Straw Magidor. If we ask Straw Magi-
dor, “why is there no Suslin line?”, he replies, ”the Suslin line was incompat-
ible with the true, maximal concept of set.” The crux is that Straw Magidor
can claim to have discovered, in some sense, that there is no Suslin line.
In contrast, if we ask Straw Woodin “why is there no Whitehead group?”,
Straw Woodin seems to have one of two possible replies. He can say that
the Whitehead group has been discovered to be incompatible with a fine-
structural analysis of the universe, and therefore not to exist. But the thrust
of this reply seems to be just that the Whitehead group cannot exist because
the alternative would be admitting that we do not know whether it exists —
and therefore it is poorly positioned to argue against a view which asserts
that the Whitehead group does exist, and adduces independent evidence for
its existence. Alternately, he can affirm the Whitehead group’s legitimacy as
an object of mathematical interest, despite its failure to appear in the core
model, and say that it can still be studied by forcing MA(ω1) over the core
model. But now the claim to have resolved CH rests solely on the claimed
primacy of the core model within the generic multiverse, a claim which I have
already argued cannot do the necessary work. Either way, we don’t seem to
get to realism about the truth values of sentences that can vary across the
worlds of the generic multiverse.24

22As I mentioned in section 2.2, I am not describing my own persuasion by the case,
but merely the structure of its appeal to a hypothetical member of the audience.

23Nor does there appear to be a “prediction and confirmation” case for “V = Ultimate-
L” of the kind Martin [1998] gave for large cardinals. Without going into details, I believe
that such an argument would face an unmet burden of proof to show that it supports
acceptance of the width consequences themselves, rather than merely reiterating the one
for large cardinals and determinacy that rests on the relationships between determinacy
hypotheses and the existence of L-like inner models with large cardinals [Koellner, 2014].

24Returning briefly to the possibility that the preferred inner model will violate CH,
or even have a Whitehead group: substitute an independent question that is true under
a forcing axiom, but not under any candidate inner model axiom, and the argument
proceeds mutatis mutandis. As Koellner [2013] describes, there may be a realist means of
deciding between candidate “completionist” inner model axioms, via the structure theory
of rank-into-rank embeddings — but the realist case for choosing one at all is still lacking.
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5.3 Generic-multiverse truth

Could we then analyze set-theoretic truth simply as “truth in every world
of the generic multiverse”? At first glance, this would fulfill some of the
program’s goals by recognizing the existence of large cardinals and projec-
tive determinacy as global truths. However, Woodin [2009] actually argues
against this characterization, based on the idea that the set of Π2 generic-
multiverse truths would be “too simple”, in the sense of being captured by
set-sized models. Without engaging directly with this argument, there is an-
other problem: there will seemingly be some “accidental” generic-multiverse
truths, due to limitations of the construction. In particular, the generic mul-
tiverse is not closed under class forcing.25 Suppose the core of the generic
multiverse satisfies GCH. Then, since set forcing can only change the value of
the continuum function in set-many places, no world of the generic multiverse
will violate GCH in class-many places, e.g., by having 2ℵα = ℵα+2 for all reg-
ular ℵα, even though we know that this condition is equiconsistent with ZFC
via Easton’s class forcing technique. So, if we want to study a universe satis-
fying this condition in the generic multiverse setting, we have to study it via
set models; we cut the core model off at a suitable large cardinal κ and force
over Vκ. But now we have abandoned our insistence on “first-class” models
of set theory, and opened the door back up to Hamkins’s anti-realism about
the ordinal hierarchy, the large cardinals, and PD. In this way, the generic
multiverse view may ultimately undermine its own anti-instrumentalist moti-
vations. I will say more about the status of the anti-instrumentalist argument
in the next section.

6 Other possibilities

6.1 The hyperuniverse program

The hyperuniverse program [Arrigoni and Friedman, 2013] rests on a third
kind of multiverse picture, different from those of Hamkins and Steel. The
hyperuniverse H is defined, relative to a particular model V of set theory,
to be the set of all countable transitive models of ZFC that exist in that
universe. It is consistent with ZFC that the hyperuniverse is empty, so in
order to have a theory of interest we need to augment ZFC with additional
consistency strength. Large cardinals are effective for this, but a different
candidate is suggested by the program itself: the Inner Model Hypothesis
(IMH). This axiom asserts, speaking loosely and eliding some difficulties in
formalization26, that any sentence ϕ achievable in an outer model of V is

25Steel and Woodin have slightly different definitions of the generic multiverse, but
neither includes closure under class forcing. Steel’s formulation has an explicit incompat-
ibility with class forcing: one of its axioms is an “amalgamation” property, which states
that any two universes U and V can be extended by forcing so that U [G] = V [H], and
one can construct class-generic extensions that are incompatible in this sense. It’s not
clear whether there is a good way to allow for class forcing, given that pathological class
forcings could destroy all of the class-many large cardinals.

26Specifically, the IMH has no candidate formulation in ZFC. However, new work by
Antos, Barton, and Friedman shows that it can be formulated in NBG + Σ1

1-comprehension
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already realized in some inner model of V . This axiom has large cardinal
consistency strength and guarantees that H contains models with large car-
dinals, but it rules out the existence of any large cardinals (at the level of an
inaccessible or higher) in V itself. So it is a putative counterexample to the
key premise of the anti-instrumentalist argument described in the previous
section, i.e., the claim that asserting the actual existence of large cardinals is
the only mathematically fruitful direction for maximizing interpretive power.
To reuse Steel’s analogy, the IMH is like an empirically adequate scientific
theory with no electrons.

The hyperuniverse program seeks to formulate principles that guarantee
good properties for H, or for subsets of H that contain preferred models
(this preferment may be for technical or philosophical reasons). Then it
proposes to investigate the consequences of those principles in V itself —
including, potentially, CH or its negation. I will not discuss the status of
these goals in detail because at the present time of writing, the program does
not have a fully mature strategy for resolving CH. (A strengthening of the
IMH, the Strong Inner Model Hypothesis, implies that CH is false and that
the continuum must be quite large27; however, its status is still tentative
because it has not yet been proven consistent relative to established large
cardinal hypotheses.)

Nevertheless, I think that the program, as it stands, already offers an
interesting interpretation of the independence results that have been dis-
cussed. We can maintain strong absolutism about V and regard H, or some
preferred subset of it, as the space of epistemically possible universes of set
theory. Most of them will not be metaphysically possible on this view, since
they will satisfy sentences that are not true in V and be thereby incompatible
with the unique true concept of set, as instantiated by V . But nonetheless,
the default outcome of an independence phenomenon is the creation of new
epistemically possible worlds — which may subsequently be dispelled by the
discovery of new properties of V , or new restrictions on H.

Meanwhile, from the point of view of multiversism, I think the hyper-
universe is our best current formalization of what the multiverse might look
like. As discussed in section 5, the Steel-Woodin generic multiverse seems
too restrictive, in that it can realize at most one of the regular cardinal ex-
ponentiation functions 2ℵα = ℵα+1 and 2ℵα = ℵα+2. On the other hand,
the Hamkins [2012] multiverse seems far too permissive, in particular in its
anti-realism about the concepts of well-foundedness and N. Specifically, it
satisfies a principle called well-foundedness mirage: every universe V is ill-
founded from the point of view of another universe W . On this view, every
universe contains at least one set ε that it believes to be an ordinal, but such
that there is no fact of the matter about whether ε is well-founded. More-
over, Hamkins thinks ε can be as low as ω, i.e., he rejects the concepts of the
standard model N of the natural numbers and the true theory of first-order
arithmetic. I agree with Barton [2016] that this rejection also undermines
the metamathematical posits needed to develop and discuss the multiverse in
the first place, in particular the concepts of well-formed formula and proof.

for classes.
27SIMH implies that 2ℵ0 > ℵα for any α countable in L.
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Even if we could stave off this collapse by asserting that ε must always be
greater than ω, i.e., that every universe must be an ω-model, I find the idea
that the concept of well-foundedness is never secure untenable. By contrast,
the hyperuniverse offers us a much more sober picture; since the worlds of H
are transitive set models, they straightforwardly share global concepts of ω,
∈, and well-foundedness with each other and with V .

6.2 Non-set-theoretic foundations

Homotopy type theory (HOTT) is a novel foundational program that unites
ideas from category theory and algebraic topology. Awodey, one of its cre-
ators, proposes it [2014] as a realization of philosophical structuralism about
mathematics, in particular as a foundation that takes structure rather than
set-theoretic ontology to be fundamental. But HOTT has many potential
advantages on a technical level as well: a greater fidelity to mathematical
practice, an easier pathway to computer-checkable and and computer-assisted
proofs, and more dialogue between foundational efforts and ordinary working
mathematics.

I take the upshot of the discussion in section 3 to be that the concept
of structure, as it is commonly used by working mathematicians, appears to
be set-theoretically relative: in certain extreme (but nonetheless probative)
cases, our only approach to the question of whether a structure (e.g., the
Whitehead group) actually exists is to think about it in terms of axioms that
extend ZFC. So on one level, the independence phenomena challenge the
possibility of an independent conception of structure: how will a structuralist
foundation decide whether the Whitehead group is real? If the only way to do
so is by importing analogues of set-theoretic principles such as ♦ or MA, this
undermines the claim that the new foundational scheme is truly independent
of set theory.

On the other hand, the phenomenon of ZFC-independent statements in
ordinary mathematics means that an alternative foundational system could
potentially reveal truths about set theory. For example, Kaplansky’s conjec-
ture states that every homomorphism h : A → B, where A is the Banach
algebra C0(X) for X a Hausdorff space and B is an arbitrary Banach algebra,
must be continuous. If CH is true, then the conjecture is false, i.e., there exist
spaces with a discontinuous homomorphism that provide a counterexample.
If MA is true, however, then the conjecture is true. If, as I claimed in section
2.4, the Kaplansky conjecture is a properly mathematical question and not a
pseudoproblem or artifact of the choice of set-theoretic foundations, a proof
in HOTT that it is true (of the first-class mathematical objects posited by
HOTT) would be evidence that CH is actually false, or more conservatively
that we should prefer set theories in which it is false.

7 Conclusions

Where do we go from here? First of all, none of the considerations discussed
here rule out the possibility of a new program (perhaps the hyperuniverse
program), or a modification of one of the programs already mentioned, that
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would resolve CH on the basis of a recognizably realist goal. But it’s also pos-
sible that CH could be resolved on purely naturalistic grounds: set-theoretic
practitioners and working mathematicians could together come to a de facto
agreement to extend ZFC with axioms that decide CH.

A comparison with the Axiom of Choice (AC) is instructive. Historically,
AC was very controversial [Bell, 2015], but it now enjoys near-universal accep-
tance by working mathematicians along with the rest of ZFC as a foundation
for mathematical practice. This is surely not because a consensus emerged
among mathematicians that AC was in fact intrinsically justified by the con-
cept of set! Rather, it seems that Gödel’s construction of L put to rest the
most significant concern about AC, that it might be inconsistent, after which
the path was clear for mathematicians to view it as an essential and harmless
convenience. As Hrbáček and Jech [1999] put it: “the irreplaceable role of
the Axiom of Choice is to simplify general topological and algebraic consid-
erations which otherwise would be bogged down in irrelevant set-theoretic
detail.” Similarly, the forcing axioms could become useful to functional ana-
lysts28, which could further their methodological acceptance among working
mathematicians more generally. Alternately, anti-realism about set theory
among working mathematicians could foster acceptance of Ultimate-L as the
preferred venue for mathematical practice — to people who are inclined to see
“purely set-theoretic” questions like CH as pseudoproblems, the perception
that “V = Ultimate-L” dismisses those questions could be a feature instead
of a bug.

Working mathematicians often seem to intuit that the bulk of their sub-
ject matter does not actually depend on set-theoretic considerations; for
them, working in ZFC has more the character of a notational choice than
an ontological commitment. I am therefore sympathetic to programs like
Feferman’s [1992] that seek to ground this intuition both technically and
philosophically: by developing as much mathematics as possible in weaker
systems than ZFC, then justifying a realist attitude towards those systems
and the entities they posit. Furthermore, due to philosophical considerations
not discussed here, I am personally sympathetic to Feferman’s anti-realism
about transfinite mathematics, and to explorations like that in Rathjen [2016]
of formal systems that attempt to capture this attitude. But at the same
time, I think the project of maximizing consistency strength and interpre-
tive power via the large cardinal hierarchy is extraordinarily philosophically
compelling. And I also agree with the suggestion of Cummings [2012] that
whatever else the independence phenomena are, they are also the subject
matter of combinatorial set theory, a significant branch of mathematics in its
own right and one that should not be suppressed as an inadvertent byproduct
of a foundational program that completes ZFC.29 Inasmuch as these sympa-

28I am somewhat hazy on the details of this scenario. My understanding is that several
nice theorems in functional analysis have undesired counterexamples under V = L or
CH, which are then ruled out by MA, PFA, or the Open Coloring Axiom. Examples
include the aforementioned Kaplansky conjecture on Banach algebras, the theorem that
all countably tight Hausdorff spaces are sequential [Balogh et al., 1988], and the theorem
that all automorphisms of the Calkin algebra are inner [Farah, 2011].

29Cummings emphasizes the mathematical richness of the spectrum of possibilities be-
tween “compactness” properties (combinatorial principles that follow from forcing axioms
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thies point to any coherent view about mathematical truth, it is a tiered one
— realism about arithmetic and some transfinite mathematics, a guarded
realism about ZFC and countable transitive models containing large cardi-
nals, a guarded skepticism about large cardinals, and an attitude on which
the truth values of sentences like “a Suslin line exists”, or CH itself, might
indeed turn out to vary modally.

Steel [2014] is correct that we should not allow a fragmentation of mathe-
matical practice into incompatible domains — in his phrase, we want “all our
flowers to bloom in the same garden.” But I think philosophical pluralism
does not have to endanger the unity of practice that we presently enjoy. I
am optimistic that different foundational programs, with contradictory philo-
sophical objectives, can thrive together without erecting fences in the garden
of mathematical practice — or seriously challenging the identification of that
garden with Cantor’s Paradise, an identification which has borne much fruit
and continues to do so.
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